One of the great adventure stories, Brazilian Adventure is as fresh a story today as it was when originally published in 1933. "-BOOK JACKET, show more. Review quote. One of the most amusing and engaging travel records ever written... If Max Beerbohm had been sent out to search for Dr. Livingstone and had written a book about it, the result might have been something like Brazilian Adventure. - -The New Yorker show more. About Peter Fleming. "Brazilian Adventure" is a book by Peter Fleming about his search for the lost Colonel Percy Fawcett in the Brazilian jungle. Fawcett along with his son and another companion had disappeared while searching for a the lost civilization of El Dorado in 1925. Fleming was working as literary editor for "The Times" when he answered a small ad asking for volunteers to join an expedition to find out what had happened to Fawcett. The story of Fleming's 1932 expedition is told in "Brazilian Adventure". Brazilian Adventure is a book by Peter Fleming about his search for the lost Colonel Percy Fawcett in the Brazilian jungle. The book was initially published in 1933 by Alden Press. In 1925, British explorer Colonel Percy Fawcett, along with his son and another companion, disappeared while searching in Brazil for the Lost City of Z. Not long after, Peter Fleming, who was literary editor for London's The Times, answered a small ad seeking volunteers for an expedition to find out what had happened to.